Using CMG to Optimize Unconventional
Well Development

“We at NUTECH have
opted to use CMG for our
unconventional modeling
workflows because of
the ease we can create
models and integrate
hydraulic fractures to
generate representative
forecasts. Combine that
with fast run times,
flexibility to incorporate/
build our own complex
model features such as
rock compaction as a
function of proppant
concentration and the
most knowledgeable
customer support in
the industry and there
is little reason to look
elsewhere.”
- Jorge Viamontes
EVP, Chief Operating
Officer at NUTECH Visionary Reservoir
Intelligence

Why Implement?

Why Simulate?

Results

To identify crucial reservoir
parameters through sensitivity
analysis that have the most impact
on project economics.

Run multiple well placement and
completion design optimization
scenarios to mitigate interfracture communication and
parent - child well interactions.

Simple, physics-based models provided
enough insights into the dynamics of
unconventional reservoirs in making
robust decisions such as optimal well
spacing, fracture size, and spacing.

Objective:
This case study demonstrates the need for reservoir simulation and illustrates how simple yet powerful
reservoir models can be key components in making informed decisions for a better business development
plan. In this case study, NUTECH provides insight into building physics-based models and establishing the best
practices for achieving a good history match using CMG’s unique unconventional modelling workflow.

The Need for Simulation:
 To fully understand the underlying physics that govern hydraulic fracture geometry and fluid flow between
matrix, natural fractures, and hydraulic fractures.
 To determine optimal well spacing, fracture size, and spacing in order to mitigate inter-fracture
communication and parent and child well interactions.
 To identify crucial reservoir parameters through sensitivity analysis that have the most impact on project
economics.
Given the volatility of the current oil and gas market, it is extremely important to make informed decisions that
yield the greatest economic benefit. Strict cost control is an overriding concern in most operations, yet there
are tangible economic benefits for operators who make the effort to model reservoir performance before
they drill.

Workflow:
Having a geological model with several realizations of reservoir properties is an advantage, but using a simple
homogeneous box-shaped model with average reservoir properties of a particular unconventional play is often
sufficient to conduct optimization studies.
Model building – The Quick Box:
NUTECH developed a tool to convert
well log data into a simple layer cake
model. A Cartesian cube-shaped model
can also be built in Builder to assign
petrophysical properties to various
layers.

Layer cake model derived from well log data
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#FutureOfSimulation

Hydraulic Fractures (HF): CMG Planar Templates can be used to model bi-wing or complex hydraulic
fractures. In addition, fractures from a third-party frac simulator can be loaded with the simple click of a
button in BuilderTM.

Importing fractures from a frac simulator

Fracture fluid volumetrics

Fracture Fluid Volumetrics: To effectively simulate the flowback period, the volume of hydraulic fracture fluid
is accounted for in the Fractured Zone (FZ) and also in the Near Fractured Zone (NFZ), thereby accounting for
porosity and saturation changes in both the FZ and NFZ areas.

History Matching and Optimization of a Three Well Pad in the Eagle Ford
In this example, the objective is to history match three wells
and forecast recovery as a function of well spacing to address
if there is room for infill drilling.
History Matching: Besides parameterizing HF geometry, conductivity,
compaction, and matrix relative permeability, a key parameter that is
sensitive to bottom hole pressure (BHP) is matrix permeability. The
model was constrained on gas rate and the above-mentioned properties
were parameterized to achieve a preliminary history match of water
rate and BHP. In addition to changing these parameters, all three wells
needed a NFZ permeability multiplier indicating complex fractures that
are not just planar in nature. Non-unique solutions can be achieved
through the Bayesian history matching technique using CMOST-AITM.

History match of well 1

History match of well 2

History match of well 3
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Eagle Ford Three Well Pad

Forecast and Optimization: Forecast scenarios were performed at 1000 ft spacing with three different fracture
schemes using ‘X’ amount of frac volume:
 7 clusters per stage with ‘X’ frac volume
 10 clusters per stage with ‘X’ frac volume
 7 clusters per stage with greater than ‘X’ frac volume
Pressure depletion indicated that at 1000 ft there is little room for infill development. Similar runs were
performed at 800 and 1200 ft. The results from these models were used to perform economic analysis and
identify optimal well spacing for this field.

7 CPS-X frac volume

10 CPS-X frac volume
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Pressure depletion in 1000 ft well spacing scenario

CMG Products used
in this Workflow:







BuilderTM
ResultsTM
WinPropTM
CMOST-AITM
IMEXTM
GEMTM

Conclusions
 The above studies indicate that CMG’s suite is uniquely capable of simulating unconventional reservoirs by
starting from a representative reservoir description and hydraulic fracture model in order to facilitate quick
history matches.
 Simple, physics-based models often provide enough insights into the dynamics of unconventional reservoirs
in making robust decisions.
 CMG’s easy-to-use workflow allows for quick optimization of well spacing and hydraulic fracture design.
Read more: cmgl.ca/resources
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technology forward
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